Twitter SNA.

It performs social network analysis on Twitter (available on registration).

Advanced tools

The advanced tools are unlocked.

Search parameters

Search elements

- All the elements
  #WWG1WGA
- * Any of the elements

Time

- Since
  2020-08-01 00:00:00
  2020-08-21 00:00:00
- GMT

Optional parameters

index

1. Tweets number
   - 14,524 Tweets
   - 14,335 Retweets
   - 34,833 Likes

2. Propagation timeline

3. Most retweeted users

4. Most liked users
9. Most associated hashtags

10. Socio-semantic graph (hashtags, URLs, mentions, quoted RTs, unedited RTs, replies)

12. Interaction graph

13. URLs in tweets

- https://www.abcnews.go.com
- https://www.cnn.com
- https://www.cbsnews.com
- https://www.nytimes.com
- https://www.reuters.com
- https://www.bbc.com
- https://www.huffingtonpost.com
- https://www.nbcnews.com
- https://www.cnn.com
- https://www.cbsnews.com
- https://www.nytimes.com
- https://www.reuters.com
- https://www.bbc.com
- https://www.huffingtonpost.com
- https://www.nbcnews.com